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“An Introduction to  
the Sermon on the Mount” 

 
        

Setting the scene: 

 
The Occasion              Matthew 4:18-25 
 
 
 

 
 
The Audience 
 

Now when Jesus saw the crowds, he went up on a 
mountainside and sat down. His disciples came to him,                     
2 and he began to teach them.                     (Matthew 5:1, 2) 
                                                                                      

 

 

What is ‘the kingdom’?      
 

He said: 3 “Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is                
the kingdom of heaven.                              (Matthew 5:3) 
 

❖ The _______________________ of God.   
 
 

❖ A _________________________ place. 
 

 
❖ A _________________________ place. 

 

 

“The kingdom of God equips citizens to be their best  
in the kingdoms of man.” 

St. Augustine 

The __________________ of kingdom living today.      
 

 Therefore anyone who sets aside one of the least of these 
commands and teaches others accordingly will be called least 
in the kingdom of heaven, but whoever practices and teaches 
these commands will be called great in the kingdom of 
heaven. 20 For I tell you that unless your righteousness 
surpasses that of the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, 
you will certainly not enter the kingdom of heaven.                              
                                                                                   (Matthew 5:19, 20) 
 
The ________________________ of the Kingdom:  
 

Matthew 5:3-12 

 
 
The ________________________ of the Kingdom:  
 

Matthew 5:21-48 

 
 
The _________________________ of the Kingdom: 
 

Matthew 6:1-7:23 

 
- 3 things ____________________. 

 
- 3 things _____________ to do. 

 
- 3 _________________ things to do. 

 

 

How can we possibly live in the kingdom 

____________________? 

“Therefore everyone who hears these words of mine and 
puts them into practice is like a wise man who built his house 
on the rock. 25 The rain came down, the streams rose, and the 
winds blew and beat against that house; yet it did not fall, 
because it had its foundation on the rock. 26 But everyone who 
hears these words of mine and does not put them into 
practice is like a foolish man who built his house on sand. 
27 The rain came down, the streams rose, and the winds blew 
and beat against that house, and it fell with a great crash.”                                                              
                                                                   (Matthew 7:24-27) 
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Series: “A Closer Look at the Kingdom of God.” 
 

Part 1: “Intro to the Sermon on the Mount.” 
 

These notes are based on the message given by                                             
Pastor Brian Reynolds on Sunday April 19, 2020.  

 

 
Introduction 
We are beginning a new study, looking at Jesus’ Sermon 
on the Mount.  It is found in Matthew 5-7, with parallel 
passages in Luke 6.   
Our focus in this study will be understanding Jesus’ 
teaching of “the kingdom of God/heaven”.  What did he 
mean by that term?  How did that term relate to them, 
to us and to our future?  We will introduce the sermon 
this week, and then look at elements of it over the next 
several weeks. 
The questions given on these discussion sheets are 
merely suggested topics.  Feel free to go beyond what is 
asked here, or to limit your discussion to one or two 
questions.  The important thing is coming to understand 
“the kingdom”, so let’s take a close look, shall we? 
 
Icebreaker  
 

Think of an experience where you felt you were ‘out of 
your element’. Give a brief description of what that was, 
and how you felt. Would you do anything different if you 
were back in that place today?  
 
 

 
What do you think?  

 

1. Read through Matthew 4:18 – 25. What do you notice 
about the disciples’ response to Jesus? Since this is taking 
place six months after they first met him, what do you think 
led to them deciding to follow him? As they followed him,    
how would they be relating to what is going on?                                
How would you have related to that?  
 
2. What did the words “kingdom of God” mean to you before 
you heard this message? Has your concept of the kingdom 
changed since hearing it?  
 
3. The other theme for the sermon is the “righteousness of 
God”. Define what that means to you.  
 
4. How do you react when you read Jesus’ statement:  
 

For I tell you that unless your righteousness surpasses that of 
the Pharisees and the teachers of the law, you will certainly 
not enter the kingdom of heaven.    (Matthew 5:20)  

 
5. What is the difference between the 6 actions of conduct 
from God’s kingdom lifestyle as opposed to the law’s 
approach?  
 
6. Which behaviours do you see you have developed in as you 
grow in the kingdom? Which do you feel need further 
development?  
 
7. Take a few minutes and write a single sentence summary of 
the Sermon on the Mount.  

 

Praying together 
Spend the remaining time praying for one another, and for the 
AAC church family during this uncertain season of the 
Coronavirus, for health and safety of all. 

 

Next week: “The Character God calls blessed.” 
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